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 \ [^1]: The time at which a bunch passes through an energy analyzer is termed the arrival time. [^2]: Cherenkov light is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged particles passing through a medium. [^3]: A single TOF resolution is not sufficient to separate the longitudinal dynamics in two separate branches. [^4]: In the last $\sim$ 0.5% of the bunch population, the average position of bunch
centroid is below the angular acceptance of the laser-interaction region, and is therefore not captured in the TOF. [^5]: Relative longitudinal energies are calculated using the mean flight path of positrons in the 1 GeV/c energy positron bunch. [^6]: The cross section used here is taken from [@bib_photon_cross]. [^7]: The radius at which the number of electrons $N_e$ is calculated is defined as the
position where $\left( 1+N_e \right) = 1$ (see Eq. (\[eq\_particle\_number\])). A 23-year-old New York man was reportedly arrested after bragging online about sexual assault in a Facebook post, according to the New York Daily News. The man, identified by the paper as Alberto Alvarez of Brooklyn, allegedly made the statement on Tuesday. ADVERTISEMENT “If I f*cked [sic] you, I wouldn’t

make you clean,” the man allegedly wrote, according to a screenshot of the post seen by the New York Daily News. “You know you love it.” Alvarez has been charged with second-degree rape, according to the paper. “This is a very serious allegation and I am fully cooperating with the investigation,” Alvarez’s attorney, Robert Soloveichik, said in a statement, according to the paper. “The police
investigation is ongoing.” The NYPD told the paper that the alleged comments were made through a comment-section post on an account that included Alvarez's photo and the comments were "anonymous." The NYPD released a sketch of the alleged suspect in connection with the case. Authorities said they believe there may be more victims, the New York Daily News reported. Alvarez was arraigned

on Wednesday, according to the paper 82157476af
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